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PURPOSE. Vitreoretinal lymphoma is a high-grade malignant non-Hodgkin lymphoma with
poor prognosis. The objective of this study was to elucidate the proteome profile of the
vitreous in patients with vitreoretinal lymphoma (VRL), aiming to advance understanding
of the pathophysiology of VRL.

METHODS. Comprehensive proteomic analyses of vitreous humor using liquid chro-
matography with tandem mass spectrometry were performed for 10 patients with VRL,
10 control patients with idiopathic epiretinal membrane or macular hole, and 10 patients
with ocular sarcoidosis. Differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) were identified by
comparing VRL with controls and sarcoidosis, and functional pathway analysis was
performed. Finally, vitreous concentrations of representative DEPs that were significantly
upregulated in proteomics study were measured by ELISA using a separate cohort.

RESULTS. In total, 1594 proteins were identified in the vitreous humor of VRL, control,
and sarcoidosis samples. Also, 282 DEPs were detected in VRL, 249 upregulated and
33 downregulated, compared with controls. Enrichment pathway analysis showed alter-
ations in proteasome-related pathways. Compared to controls and sarcoidosis, 14 DEPs
in VRL showed significant upregulation. In the validation study, ELISA confirmed signif-
icantly higher vitreous concentrations of PSAT1, YWHAG, and 20S/26S proteasome
complex in VRL compared with controls and sarcoidosis. Among the upregulated DEPs,
vitreous PITHD1 and NCSTN concentrations correlated positively with vitreous IL-10
concentrations.

CONCLUSIONS. This study highlights aberrations in protein expression pattern in the vitre-
ous of patients with VRL. The DEPs identified in this study may play pivotal roles in VRL
pathogenesis, providing insights to enhance understanding of VRL pathophysiology and
contribute to the development of VRL biomarkers.
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V itreoretinal lymphoma (VRL) is a high-grade malig-
nant non-Hodgkin lymphoma and a subtype of primary

central nervous system lymphoma (PCNSL), typically clas-
sified as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL).1,2 In an
epidemiological study on uveitis conducted at a university
hospital in Japan in 2016, VRL accounted for 2.6% of all
uveitis cases.3 Furthermore, VRL has a poor prognosis, with
5-year survival rate of 61%, according to a nationwide survey
in Japan,4 and median overall survival of 12 to 35 months
in the United States.5 Delayed diagnosis of VRL is common
due to the similarities it shares with other uveitis conditions.
When ocular lesions are the initial manifestation, central
nervous system (CNS) infiltration that directly impacts the
prognosis occurs frequently, occurring in approximately 56%
to 90% of the cases within a few years of onset.4,6 On the
other hand, cases of primary CNS lymphoma infiltrating the

eye represent approximately 10% to 20% of VRL. Addition-
ally, reports indicate that 16% to 34% of cases presenting
with ocular lesions at the onset of VRL already have CNS
lesions.2 The frequency of involvement of primary organs
other than CNS, known as secondary (metastatic) cases, is
approximately 12.4%.7 Therefore, early diagnosis of VRL is
of great importance for deciding appropriate work-up and
treatment strategies and improving prognosis.

However, VRL remains a masquerade syndrome and
is frequently misdiagnosed as chronic idiopathic uveitis
due to its indistinct clinical manifestations and absence of
conclusive biomarkers.8,9 Cytology, polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) analysis of the monoclonality of immunoglobulin
H (IgH), and measurement of interleukin (IL)-10 and IL-6
levels are considered the gold standard diagnostic tests for
VRL. In a Japanese survey, cytology demonstrated a modest
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detection rate of 44.5%.4 Similarly, the detection rates of PCR
analysis for IgH receptor rearrangements were also limited,
with 80% in VRL cases presenting vitreous opacity and 75%
in VRL cases with subretinal infiltration. IL-10 serves as a
better diagnostic biomarker for VRL, with a detection rate
of 90% in cases manifesting vitreous opacity and subreti-
nal infiltration. However, it should be noted that an elevated
IL-10 level in the vitreous is not sufficient to diagnose
intraocular or CNS lymphoma. For example, approximately
10% to 20% of VRL cases have shown IL-10 to IL-6 ratios
below 1.4 Further clarification of the underlying molecu-
lar mechanisms and discovery of diagnostic biomarkers are
imperative.

The promise of an omics approach to decipher the
pathogenesis of various complex diseases has been well
documented. Our group has previously proposed poten-
tial biomarkers for VRL using omics resources such as
microRNA,10 and has demonstrated the presence of unique
microRNA signatures in patients with VRL. Proteomics, a
significant component in the field of omics, has also surfaced
as a promising tool for the discovery of biomarkers due to
its ability to quantify large numbers of proteins in a single
experiment, offering valuable insights into the pathophysi-
ology of diseases. In the field of ophthalmology, proteomics
has been used to investigate various ocular tissues includ-
ing aqueous humor, retina, and vitreous,11–14 as well as
to study DLBCL, throughout the last decade.15–18 To the
best of our knowledge, vitreous proteomic profiling of VRL
has not been reported. The present study aimed to eluci-
date the vitreous proteomic profile to inform the patho-
physiology of VRL and explore the potential use for iden-
tification of new diagnostic biomarkers and therapeutic
targets.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

Sixty patients were included in this study, including
20 patients with VRL, 20 disease controls, and 20 patients
with ocular sarcoidosis diagnosed at Tokyo Medical Univer-
sity Hospital from 2017 to 2019. Patients with VRL who
had not been treated with corticosteroids within 1 month
before vitrectomy were enrolled. Excluded from the study
were patients with preoperative trauma, vitreous hemor-
rhage, pre-existing macular pathologies including age-
related macular degeneration, and immunodeficiency. VRL
was diagnosed according to current diagnostic criteria
based on clinical characteristics, radiographic examina-
tion, blood tests, vitreous cytopathological examination,
molecular genetic (such as gene rearrangement) analy-
ses, and ratios of IL-6 to IL-10 in intraocular fluid, as
described previously.1,4,19–22 Patients in the control group
consisted of 10 patients with epiretinal membrane and
10 with macular hole who underwent vitreous surgery
for treatment. Patients with ocular sarcoidosis, which is
an inflammatory disease and a type of granulomatous
uveitis, were analyzed and compared with patients with
VRL, aiming to further identify the alterations in VRL-specific
proteins.

A comprehensive proteome analysis was conducted in
10 cases each of VRL, control, and ocular sarcoidosis. Clin-
ical information is described in Supplementary Table S1.
Subsequently, vitreous concentrations of selected proteins
were measured by ELISA using a separate validation cohort

also consisting of 10 cases each of VRL, control, and
ocular sarcoidosis, distinct from the ones used in the initial
proteome analysis. Table 1 summarizes the demographic
and clinical data of the three groups in the proteomics cohort
and the validation cohort.

This study was conducted in accordance with the tenets
of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by
the institutional review board of Tokyo Medical University
(approval number: SH3281), and written informed consent
was provided by all patients.

Sample Collection and Preprocessing

Vitreous samples used in this study were collected when
the patients underwent diagnostic or therapeutic vitrectomy.
One vitreous humor sample from each patient was used
for analysis. Vitreous humor samples (approximately 0.5 to
1.0 mL per sample) were harvested from the mid-vitreous
region at the commencement of a standard three-port 25-
gauge vitrectomy and were removed with a vitreous cutter
prior to intraocular infusion. The samples were immedi-
ately sent to a cytology and molecular laboratory (SRL, Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan) for VRL diagnostic tests. After centrifugation
at 3000g for 3 minutes, the supernatants were collected and
preserved at –80°C for molecular analyses. Cell pellets were
used for cytology examination.

Comprehensive Proteomic Analyses

We conducted comprehensive proteomic profiling using the
vitreous humor samples in the proteomics cohort comprised
of 10 patients with VRL compared with 10 disease controls
and 10 patients with ocular sarcoidosis. Proteomic analysis
was conducted using liquid chromatography with tandem
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Then, to study alterations
of VRL-specific protein expression, we conducted bioin-
formatic analysis on the proteins identified by LC-MS/MS
compared with ocular sarcoidosis. The proteomics data
of VRL, ocular sarcoidosis, and controls in this study are
deposited in ProteomeXchange (PXD046153) and in the
jPOST database23 ( JPST002347).

Mass Spectrometric Analysis

Sample processing for proteome analysis was conducted
as per previous reports.14,24 Briefly, vitreous samples were
digested with Trypsin/Lys-C Mix (V5073; Promega, Madi-
son, WI, USA). The peptides were then analyzed using an
UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano UHPLC System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a 0.075-mm ×
250-mm AURORA column (IonOpticks, Melbourne,
Australia) in conjunction with an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos
Tribid Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Proteins from the LC-MS/MS datasets were identified by
searching the SwissProt Human Database using the Mascot
(Matrix Science, London, UK) or Sequest HT (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) search engine. Finally, the Proteome Discoverer
2.4 software (Thermo Fisher Science) facilitated protein
identification and quantification.

Bioinformatic Analysis

To elucidate protein expression alterations in VRL,
proteins identified by LC-MS/MS were analyzed by multi-
ple methodologies including Venn diagram, volcano plot,
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TABLE 1. Demographic and IL Data for Patients With VRL, Epiretinal Membrane or Macular Hole (Controls), or Ocular Sarcoidosis in the
Cohorts for Comprehensive Proteomics Analysis and Validation

VRL Controls Ocular Sarcoidosis

Proteomics cohort
Cases, n 10 10 10
Age (y), mean ± SD 63.4 ± 11.1 62.1 ± 13.3 69.5 ± 10.1
Sex, n
Male 2 5 2
Female 8 5 8

IL-10 (pg/mL), mean ± SD 2199 ± 2740 — 6.22 ± 6.20*

IL-6 (pg/mL), mean ± SD 70.14 ± 77.3 — 420 ± 477*

IL-10:IL-6 ratio, mean ± SD 35.1 ± 38.7 — 0.05 ± 0.07*

Validation cohort
Cases, n 10 10 10
Age (y), mean ± SD 70.5 ± 11.1 65.9 ± 7.3 59.7 ± 13.3
Sex, n
Male 6 5 4
Female 4 5 6

IL-10 (pg/mL), mean ± SD 2938 ± 3468 — 6.02 ± 4.91*

IL-6 (pg/mL), mean ± SD 49.05 ± 31.4 — 76.7 ± 67.6*

IL-10:IL-6 ratio, mean ± SD 49.1 ± 45.2 — 0.23 ± 0.26*

* IL-10 and IL-6 in ocular sarcoidosis were available from only six cases in both the proteomics cohort and validation cohort.

and heatmap. Venn diagrams were created using BioRen-
der (https://www.biorender.com/), and Prism 9 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA) was used to generate
and analyze volcano plots. Heatmaps were produced
and visually presented using Morpheus (https://software.
broadinstitute.org/morpheus/). Enrichment pathway anal-
ysis was performed using Reactome25 (https://reactome.
org/) and KEGG pathway with ShineyGO 0.7726 (http:
//bioinformatics.sdstate.edu/go/). Finally, protein–protein
interaction networks were visualized using Metascape27

(https://metascape.org/).

Validation of Differential Protein Expression by
ELISA

To validate whether differential protein expression patterns
revealed by proteomic analysis using LC-MS/MS are
reflected by differences in vitreous protein concentrations,
we measured the concentrations of selected candidate
biomarker proteins in vitreous humor samples by ELISA in a
separate cohort. The candidate biomarker proteins assayed
were PSAT1, YWHAG, and 20S/26S proteasome complex,
using the following kits: phosphoserine aminotransferase
1 (PSAT1) ELISA Kit (Cloud-Clone Corp., Katy, TX, USA),
human 14-3-3 protein gamma (YWHAG) ELISA Kit (Cusabio,
Houston, TX, USA), and 20S/26S Proteasome ELISA kit (Enzo
Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY, USA) according to the manu-
facturers’ instructions.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statis-
tics (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA) and R 4.3.0 (R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Proteins with
concentrations below the limit of detection were assigned
a value of one-half the detection limit. A P value less than
0.05 was considered significant. Data of protein concen-
trations are expressed as mean ± SD. Comparisons of
expressed proteins between diseases were performed using
Student’s t-test and adjusted using the false discovery rate

(FDR) by the Benjamini–Hochberg method.28 Correlation
was assessed using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In the
validation study using ELISA, because the data were not
normally distributed, the results are expressed in median
with interquartile range. Mann–Whitney U test was used in
statistical analysis.

RESULTS

Vitreous Proteomic Profile in VRL Compared With
Controls

A total of 1594 proteins were identified in all the
vitreous samples from VRL, control, and patients with
ocular sarcoidosis using high-throughput proteomic analy-
sis. Among the 1594 vitreous proteins, 1571 were detected in
VRL, 1425 in ocular sarcoidosis, and 1163 in control patients
(Fig. 1A). Of these proteins, 1138 were common proteins
found in all three groups, but 150 were detected only in
patients with VRL.

In the next step, to identify differentially expressed
proteins (DEPs) in VRL, proteins with FDR-adjusted P values
less than 0.05 and log2 fold changes >1 were extracted as
proteins with differential expression compared with controls
and ocular sarcoidosis. In this analysis, 282 proteins were
detected as DEPs in VRL compared with controls, includ-
ing 249 upregulated and 33 downregulated proteins; 17
proteins were detected as DEPs in VRL compared with
ocular sarcoidosis, including 16 upregulated and one down-
regulated proteins (Figs. 1B, 1C; Supplementary Table S2).
The results indicated a significant deviation in vitreous
proteomic profile in VRL compared with controls, with
markedly elevated expression of numerous proteins possi-
bly associated with tumor cell metabolism in VRL, includ-
ing PSAT1 associated with serine biosynthesis and HMGB2
associated with mitochondrial energy metabolism. The same
feature of almost exclusively upregulated DEPs in VRL was
also observed even when compared with ocular sarcoidosis,
a granulomatous uveitis.

As a subsequent step, we conducted enrichment path-
way analysis to identify the functional role of the DEPs in
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FIGURE 1. Identification of differentially expressed proteins in VRL compared with controls and ocular sarcoidosis. (A) A total of 1594
proteins were detected; among these, 1138 were common proteins expressed in VRL, control, and ocular sarcoidosis samples. The number
of proteins detected in the vitreous was 1571 for VRL, 1425 for ocular sarcoidosis, and 1163 for controls, with the largest number in VRL. (B)
The volcano plots display 282 DEPs that include 249 upregulated (red) and 33 downregulated (blue) in VRL versus controls, and 17 DEPs
that include 16 upregulated and one downregulated in VRL versus ocular sarcoidosis. (C) The heatmaps of differentially expressed proteins
in VRL clearly demonstrate distinct expression patterns separating VRL from controls and from ocular sarcoidosis.

VRL protein alteration. A search using the Reactome and
KEGG pathways identified alterations in various pathways
associated with the DEPs in VRL compared with controls.
As shown in the top 20 pathways in Fig. 2 and Supple-
mentary Table S2, in the KEGG pathway, “proteasome” was
the most altered followed by metabolic pathways including
“2-oxocarboxylic acid metabolism” and “the citrate cycle
(TCA cycle).” In the Reactome pathway, “nuclear events
mediated by NFE2L2” was the most significantly altered.
In the top 20 Reactome pathways, the main pathway “cell
cycle” was the most frequently altered. Cell proliferation-
associated pathways such as “programmed cell death” and
“cellular responses to stimuli” were also altered, suggesting
their potential involvement in tumor cell proliferation. Of
note, 10 proteins (PSMA7, PSMB6, PSMA5, PSMA6, PSMB4,
PSMA3, PSMB5, PSMA4, PSMB2, and PSMA2) were associ-
ated with the most significantly altered pathways in both
Reactome and KEGG pathways. These proteins are compo-

nents of the 20S proteasome. Moreover, these 20S protea-
some proteins were associated with all of the top 20 Reac-
tome pathways that were altered (listed in Supplementary
Table S3), implicating their significant role in pathway alter-
ation observed in VRL.

We finally examined the protein–protein interaction (PPI)
network of DEPs in VRL using Metascape. The Molecu-
lar Complex Detection (MCODE) algorithm was employed
to pinpoint densely connected network components. PPI
enrichment analysis based on MCODE for the DEPs in VRL
revealed 11 PPI modules (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table S4).
Among these 11 PPI modules, MCODE4 containing a clus-
ter of proteasome-related proteins was identified as having
the highest score. The score reflects the connectivity of each
node within the network, as determined by MCODE. From
these results, proteins composing the 20S proteasome may
reflect the local molecular pathogenesis in the vitreous of
patients with VRL.
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FIGURE 2. Top 20 altered KEGG and Reactome pathways identified by enrichment pathway analysis of DEPs in the vitreous of patients with
VRL. Proteins in the most altered pathways including “proteasome” in the KEGG pathway and “nuclear events mediated by NFE2L2” in the
REACTOME pathway contain the 20S proteasome protein.

FIGURE 3. PPI network of differentially expressed proteins in vitreoretinal lymphoma. The MCODE algorithm depicts 11 PPI modules. The
MCODE4 module composed of proteasome-related proteins is identified as the cluster with the highest score.

Detection of Specific Candidate Biomarker
Proteins

Given that DEPs may partially reflect non-specific changes
due to inflammatory responses, we compared the vitre-
ous proteomic profile between VRL and ocular sarcoido-
sis, an inflammatory disease, in an attempt to discriminate

protein alterations specific to VRL. We searched the 282
DEPs compared with controls and the 17 DEPs compared
with ocular sarcoidosis to find common DEPs showing
significant alterations in expression level. Fourteen proteins
were identified, and their expression levels were elevated
compared to both the control group and the ocular sarcoido-
sis group (Table 2). The 14 proteins identified as upregulated
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TABLE 2. Differentially Expressed Proteins Upregulated in Vitreous of VRL Compared With Both Controls and Ocular Sarcoidosis

Versus Controls Versus Ocular Sarcoidosis

Abbreviation Protein Name
Log2
FC Adjusted P

Expression
Status

Log2
FC Adjusted P

Expression
Status

PSAT1 Phosphoserine aminotransferase 1 6.34 0.00075 Upregulation 5.627 0.0356 Upregulation
PITHD1 PITH domain-containing 1 3.58 0.00102 Upregulation 3.805 0.0044 Upregulation
CBX3 Chromobox 3 5.29 0.00075 Upregulation 3.543 0.0166 Upregulation
SET SET nuclear proto-oncogene 6.94 0.00107 Upregulation 3.391 0.0446 Upregulation
HMGB2 High mobility group box 8.30 0.00117 Upregulation 3.298 0.02 Upregulation
UNC5C Unc-5 netrin receptor C 3.13 0.00107 Upregulation 3.028 0.0035 Upregulation
ZAR1 Zygote arrest 1 5.51 0.00075 Upregulation 2.855 0.0221 Upregulation
SUMO4 Small ubiquitin-like modifier 4 7.44 0.00075 Upregulation 2.588 0.0241 Upregulation
CYCS Cytochrome C, somatic 2.58 0.00022 Upregulation 1.975 0.0367 Upregulation
MDH1 Malate dehydrogenase 1 2.98 0.00022 Upregulation 1.888 0.0288 Upregulation
YWHAG 14-3-3 Protein gamma 4.75 0.00022 Upregulation 1.879 0.0468 Upregulation
NCSTN Nicastrin 2.06 0.00022 Upregulation 1.559 0.0185 Upregulation
RNASET2 Ribonuclease T2 1.44 0.00072 Upregulation 1.474 0.0259 Upregulation
LAMP1 Lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 1.36 0.00072 Upregulation 1.111 0.0427 Upregulation

FC, fold change.

FIGURE 4. Vitreous concentrations of candidate VRL-specific proteins measured by ELISA in a validation cohort. Group data are expressed
as median (horizontal bar) with interquartile range (vertical bar). Vitreous PSAT1 and YWHAG concentrations are significantly higher in
VRL compared to controls and ocular sarcoidosis. Vitreous concentration of the 20S/26S proteasome complex is also significantly elevated
in VRL compared to both ocular sarcoidosis and controls. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 by Mann–Whitney U test.

in VRL included those involved in cellular metabolism, such
as PSAT1 (related to serine metabolism) and PITHD1 (asso-
ciated with cellular processes). Additionally, transcription-
related proteins such as CBX3, SET, and HMGB2 were also
upregulated. Of note, SUMO4 and YWHAG were signif-
icantly upregulated proteins involved in ubiquitination,
closely related to the proteasome pathway that was found
to be altered in the pathway analysis.

Next, we validated whether the differential protein
expressions in vitreous measured quantitatively by
LC-MS/MS are reflected in differences in vitreous protein
concentrations measured by ELISA using a validation
cohort. As candidate marker proteins, we selected PSAT
and YWHAG that were highly upregulated in proteomics

study. In addition, because pathway analysis indicated a
significant relationship of proteasomes with VRL, we also
selected the 20S/26S proteasome complex (Fig. 4). The
concentrations of PSAT1 measured by ELISA in vitreous
samples were 0.11 ± 0.12 ng/mL in VRL, 0.002 ± 0.006
ng/mL in controls, and 0 ng/mL in ocular sarcoidosis. For
YWHAG, the concentrations were 1.48 ± 0.75 ng/mL in VRL,
0.002 ± 0.005 ng/mL in controls, and 0.21 ± 0.60 ng/mL in
ocular sarcoidosis. The vitreous levels of both PSAT1 and
YWHAG were significantly higher in VRL (PSAT1: P < 0.05
vs. control and vs. ocular sarcoidosis; YWHAG: P < 0.01
vs. control and vs. ocular sarcoidosis) (Fig. 4). The vitreous
concentrations of the 20S/26S proteasome complex were
13.7 ± 7.3 ng/mL in controls, 65.2 ± 44.4 ng/mL in ocular
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FIGURE 5. Correlation between DEPs and IL-10 in the vitreous of patients with vitreoretinal lymphoma. The relationship between IL-10
and nine DEPs that were upregulated in VRL compared with both controls and ocular sarcoidosis was analyzed using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. A positive correlation was observed between IL-10 and both PITHD1 (P = 0.003) and NCSTN (P = 0.03).

sarcoidosis, and 363.8 ± 251.6 ng/mL in VRL, showing a
significant stepwise increase in expression from control
to ocular sarcoidosis and then to VRL (P < 0.01 for VRL
vs. control and vs. ocular sarcoidosis, and for sarcoidosis
vs. control). Therefore, the 14 proteins and proteasome
pathways are potentially unique to VRL and may also prove
crucial in understanding the pathogenesis of both VRL and
ocular sarcoidosis.

Finally, we analyzed the association of IL-10 with the
14 DEPs that were upregulated in VRL compared with
both controls and ocular sarcoidosis. A positive correlation
was observed between IL-10 and PITHD1 (P = 0.003) and
between IL-10 and NCSTN (P = 0.03) (Fig. 5). This finding
suggests that these two proteins may have an impact on the
pathogenesis of VRL.

DISCUSSION

Proteomics is a promising bioinformatic approach that
aims to improve diagnosis and elucidate the patho-
genesis of diseases.29 Numerous proteomic analyses of

systemic lymphomas using serum and tissue samples have
been reported.15–17,30 These analyses have contributed to
unravel the pathogenesis of lymphomas and hold promise
for the development of specific biomarkers for malig-
nant lymphomas.31,32 Rüetschi et al.16 conducted stable
isotope labeling using amino acids in cell culture (SILAC)-
based quantitative proteomic analysis of two distinct
DLBCL patient groups with different clinical outcomes,
and revealed that elevated protein expression of actin
cytoskeleton protein network may be functionally associated
with response to immunotherapy. Moreover, Zhang et al.15

reported that proteomic patterns identified through compre-
hensive protein analysis using serum of patients with DLBCL
achieved identification of patients with poor prognosis with
94% sensitivity. Therefore, protein expression patterns in
patients with lymphomas are altered significantly depending
on the stage of disease progression. These disparities may
guide the development of novel treatment strategies for and
enhance prognostic prediction of malignant lymphoma.

In the field of ophthalmology, comprehensive proteomic
analyses of normal human vitreous13,33 and vitreous of
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patients with different uveitis etiologies34,35 contribute to
elucidation of the pathogenesis of ocular inflammation.
Our group has also conducted proteomic analyses of vari-
ous uveitis entities including experimental autoimmune
uveoretinitis36, Beçhet disease,37 and ocular sarcoidosis.14

However, to the best of our knowledge, comprehensive
proteomic analysis of VRL using vitreous samples has not
been reported due to the rarity of VRL. Therefore, the
present results of comprehensive proteomic analysis derived
from vitreous samples from patients with VRL are antici-
pated to contribute significantly to elucidation of the local
pathophysiology associated with malignant lymphoma, a
disease with poor prognosis.

In the proteomic analysis of patients with VRL compared
with controls, 1163 proteins were found in controls, and
1571 were detected in patients with VRL. Additionally,
of the 282 DEPs in VRL, 249 were upregulated. These
findings imply that a substantial number of proteins are
upregulated in the pathological conditions associated with
VRL. Further, enrichment pathway analysis of these DEPs
revealed substantial alterations within the proteasome path-
way, suggesting that the ubiquitin proteasome system
(UPS) may play a crucial role in the pathophysiology
of VRL.

The UPS is a complex system in cells that controls the
degradation of most proteins and regulates a variety of
cellular processes.38 This system plays a crucial role in
various cellular functions, including cell cycle progression,
signal transduction, and oxidative stress responses. Dysfunc-
tion of the UPS has been implicated in many diseases,
including neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson
disease and Alzheimer disease, autoimmune diseases, and
neoplastic diseases such as malignant lymphoma.39 Many
B-cell lymphomas exhibit elevated expression of MYC
oncoprotein, a transcription factor that upregulates many
genes involved in proliferation and metabolism. MYC also
promotes the expression of genes involved in the UPS,
suggesting that upregulation of ubiquitination is a common
feature of lymphoma.40 The significance of mutated UPS
genes in DLBCL is being investigated. Mutations of genes
involved in UPS can affect protein degradation and signal-
ing pathways that are important for lymphoma develop-
ment. With this background, the regulation of UPS in
malignant lymphomas is attracting attention as a novel
therapeutic target. The association of ubiquitination with
the pathogenesis of VRL has not been reported to date.
Many ubiquitin enzymes are regulated by miRNAs, and
reports have suggested that specific miRNAs such as miR-
300 and miR-452 may regulate the ubiquitination of the
target substrates in malignant tumors.41,42 Interestingly, in
our previous comprehensive miRNA sequence analysis of
vitreous humor in VRL, we observed an increased expression
of miR-452 in VRL.10 To investigate the possible involvement
of other miRNAs apart from miR-452, trans-omic analysis
combining miRNA sequencing and proteomics is required
in future studies. Inferring from previous findings related
to ubiquitination in malignant lymphomas,40,43 the present
results may suggest that ubiquitin metabolism is altered in
VRL as in systemic lymphomas.

Proteomic analysis identified 17 proteins as DEPs in VRL
compared with ocular sarcoidosis, of which 16 were upreg-
ulated and one was downregulated. These results confirm
that aberrantly expressed vitreous proteins in VRL are
almost exclusively upregulated even when compared with
a granulomatous uveitis. Fourteen DEPs with significantly

elevated expression levels compared with both controls and
ocular sarcoidosis were considered to be potential vitre-
ous biomarkers for VRL. These proteins include a subset of
proteasome 20S proteins, along with UPS-related proteins
such as SUMO4. In particular, YWHAG, which is named
14-3-3 protein gamma, showed significantly increased
expression in the vitreous compared with control and ocular
sarcoidosis. The 14-3-3 family proteins consist of seven
isoforms in mammals.44 They are involved in diverse func-
tions in cell proliferation and cancer progression, and their
interaction with target proteins can alter their localization,
stability, conformation, phosphorylation, and other prop-
erties.45,46 The relationship between 14-3-3 proteins and
lymphoma is complex and not fully understood; however,
some studies have implicated 14-3-3 proteins in the patho-
genesis of lymphoma and suggested that they may be poten-
tial targets for therapy. Li et al.47 reported that low 14-
3-3beta expression was associated with poor survival in
DLBCL patients. In addition, Maxwell et al.48 reported that
14-3-3zeta mediated resistance of DLBCL to chemotherapy
and suggested a combination strategy with a 14-3-3 inhibitor
for the treatment of DLBCL. These reports suggest that
alterations in the expression patterns of the 14-3-3 family
proteins could be closely involved in treatment response and
prognosis of DLBCL.

In this study, PITHD1 and NCSTN proteins correlated
positively with IL-10 in the vitreous. Proteasome interact-
ing domain-containing protein 1 (PITHD1) is a protein-
coding gene that plays various roles associated with cellular
processes, and NCSTN is a subunit of a protein complex
referred to as gamma-secretase that plays a critical role in
cell signaling pathways. There are no reports suggesting
a direct relationship of the role of IL-10 in both PITHD1
and NCSTN proteins. This may be attributed to the limited
understanding of the mechanisms underlying IL-10 upregu-
lation in lymphoid tumor cells of VRL. Therefore, our find-
ings proposing an association of these proteins with VRL
may provide insights into the understanding of pathophysi-
ology of IL-10 elevation in VRL.

From the comprehensive proteomic analyses, three
proteins with significantly elevated expression levels in
VRL (PSAT, YWHAG, and the 20S/26S proteasome complex)
emerged as candidate marker proteins. Validation of vitre-
ous concentrations of these proteins measured by ELISA
showed that all three were significantly higher in VRL than
in controls and ocular sarcoidosis. Further investigations of
these proteins as biomarkers of VRL are warranted.

This study has several limitations. Primarily, the research
was conducted using retrospectively collected samples. As a
result, the duration from disease onset to vitrectomy varies,
which could mean that disease progression is not uniform
across the samples. Moreover, prior to the proteomic analy-
sis, sample handling conditions such as the interval between
centrifugation and storage and the storage temperature were
not strictly controlled, possibly leading to accelerated prote-
olysis. These issues necessitate further prospective studies
to validate the present findings. Another limitation is the
relatively small sample size due to the rarity of VRL, which
limits the detection of statistical significance of the findings.
Finally, as a single-center, case-control study, this research
might incorporate sampling biases including geographic
location, race, age, and gender. Despite the challenges asso-
ciated with the rarity of VRL in conducting prospective
cohort studies, including cost and time constraint, further
research is warranted to validate the present findings by
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increasing the number of patients with VRL and comparing
with a carefully matched control group.

CONCLUSIONS

We present for the first time a comprehensive proteomic
analysis of vitreous humor from patients with VRL.
Our extensive protein analysis demonstrates that proteins
expressed in the vitreous of patients with VRL were altered
markedly when compared with patients with macular hole
or epiretinal membrane and patients with ocular sarcoido-
sis. The DEPs identified in this study may play critical roles
in the pathogenesis of VRL. These findings enhance our
understanding of the pathogenesis of VRL and potentially
contribute to the development of biomarkers.
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